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Double edged risk:  

Disabled people’s negotiation of status in Adult Protection proceedings. 
 

Abstract 

This paper reports the fine grained discourse analysis of how disabled and non-disabled 

members of a research team negotiated disclosure of harm, a practice that emerges within 

risk assessment procedures involving disabled people.  It describes a research project that 

used forum theatre techniques to provide embodied scenarios for discussion. One such 

scenario examined issues that arise when family members seek to make decision with 

service providers without including the disabled person in all discussions.  The Bakhtinian 

concept of chronotope and Goff a s disti tio s et ee  the a i ator, author and 

principal of utterances provide useful resources to understand the negotiation of status as 

the dis ussio  i  the s e ario orkshop tou hes o  the disa led resear her s li ed 
experience, and when disabled and non-disabled research team members review the video 

of the session at a later date. Our findings lend strength to the argument for incorporating 

discourse analysis into participatory research, and yield findings for social work research, 

education and practice. 

 

Introduction 

Risk assessment procedures are particularly fraught discursive interactions for many 

disabled people.  In Scotland all local authorities now have a statutory obligation to 

investigate all reported risks to adults deemed less able to safeguard their own wellbeing 

(Scottish Government 2009a, b).  Whilst many referrals are resolved informally after an 

initial screening process, those deemed to require multi-agency working progress on 

through a process of risk plan development, multi-agency case conference meeting, and 

long term case review. The risk assessment process can precipitate an escalation of 

i ter e tio  a d s ruti  i to a disa led perso s life.  Bou d up ithi  risk assess e ts, 
there are issues of disa led people s apa it  to safeguard their o  ell ei g that ha e 
implications for their status in society, as well as their freedom to access the full range of 

civic rights that non-disabled persons exercise. Disabling constructs embedded within 

service provision can distort negotiations around risk in powerful but silent ways.   

Within the disability movement, making space for the stories of disabled people to be heard 

has long been advocated (French and Swain 2008, Munford et al. 2008, Nind and Seale 

2009). However there is a lack of critical research on how people negotiate telling their 

story, and how this sits alongside other accounts and means of accounting that disabled 

people are aware of, and within which they are seeking to position themselves.   

Throughout this article when reference is made to disabled researchers or disabled 

participants, it is this higher stakes context of disabling constructs to which we refer.  We do 

this aware that terms used to describe people who engage with services are highly 

contested, as is the relation between service provision and disabling constructs and 

dynamics prevalent within society.  

Adult Support and Protection investigations are often ones in which disabled people as 
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lay individuals . . . are under great pressure to perform (and) must deal with experts 

whose interpretive premises are quite different from theirs and therefore operate 

with different background assumptions. (Gumperz 1999:459) 

These interactional dynamics are ones Gumperz identified as being of particular concern to 

sociolinguistics, as these differences pose barriers to the communicative cooperation (Grice 

1989) that can be developed within these encounters, which in turn greatly impacts on what 

can be high stakes outcomes.  

Concerns about the negotiating dynamics within risk investigation underlie the cautious 

welcome that The Adult Support and Protection Act (Scotland) 2007 (Scottish Government 

2007) has received.  Some fear that the powers granted to local authorities within the 

legislation could come at the expense of those of disabled people.  To better understand 

these concerns, nine disabled researchers worked together in this study with three 

academic researchers who are not disabled in a model of research known as co-produced 

research . 

The research discussions brought attention to bear on the micro-level interaction between 

social worker and person thought to be at risk as the moment-to-moment management of 

the risk assessment unfolds.  It is within the interstices of this level of interaction that crucial 

decisions are made, decisions that either foreclose or open up possibilities for a disabled 

person to exercise citizenship and other desired forms of status.  

To gain purchase on this specificity of interaction within risk assessment negotiations a 

forum theatre approach was adopted.  In this approach focus group discussions examined 

fictional scenarios that were enacted before participants so that all the embodied and 

paralinguistic cues that can shape an interaction could be accessed more readily. In this 

article we focus on one disabled researcher s negotiated response to a scenario.   Shifts in 

alignment of chronotope (Bakhtin 1981), that is, in how he signalled the distance or 

proximity in time and space of himself and his own experience to that of the character and 

scenario under discussion, we argue are illustrative of the kinds of internal risk negotiation 

disabled people may be doing in order to engage with the external formal negotiation with 

those carrying out adult protection procedures.  In so doing he conveys how status as 

formulated by policy intersects with experience of self.  This examination holds lessons for 

protection policy implementation and for the role fine-grained discourse analysis can play in 

developing co-produced research on sensitive issues.   

Whilst this article analyses quite closely two pivotal discussions, it is important to provide 

contextual information about the layers of discourse within risk policy.   Previous work on 

causal layered analysis (Watson 2009) has argued that in order to understand how a person 

may be striving to articulate alternative narratives to those prescribed by normative 

structures, it is important to understand how narrative imperatives are embedded within 

official policy discourse, within social science frameworks for analysis and within the 

metaphors that have wider cultural currency.  Within social work there is also growing 

appre iatio  of the i porta e of u dersta di g the e olog  of judge e t  situated within 

this same layering of discourses (Helm 2010).   

For this reason our account begins by summarising recent developments within risk 

legislation in Scotland.  The methodology of the forum theatre approach is then explained 
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before we introduce the analytic tools that we use within discourse analysis. Transcript 

analysis then examines how one disabled researcher negotiated stance and status as part of 

pivotal group discussions.  These discussions brought to light significant questions, which 

the team was then able to pursue more robustly with research participants in subsequent 

sessions that otherwise might not have been opened up for examination.  We conclude by 

reflecting on lessons this analysis may hold for practitioners and academics seeking to work 

more closely and more equitably with disabled people. 

The study was a collaboration between the University of Stirling and Altrum, a consortium of 

individuals and organisations with the shared aims of fostering creativity, community and 

citizenship for all.  The proje t re ei ed ethi al appro al through the U i ersit  of “tirli g s 
Ethical Approval Committee.  This included detailed support protocols for those 

participating in the research. This process and ethical and empowerment issues received 

continual consideration by the research team throughout the project (Brookes et al. 2012).  

The project was funded by the Big Lottery and hosted by the Thistle Foundation, on behalf 

of Altrum. 

 

Adult Protection Policy Development: Definitions and omissions  

The development of the Adult Support and Protection Act (Scotland) 2007 was contested by 

disability groups who saw it as potentially clawing back hard earned gains in self-

determination which had taken years to achieve (United Nations 2006).  The very name of 

the legislation exemplifies this.  It was originally conceived as the Vulnerable Adults Act.  

Vul era le adult  can rein scribe a presumption of deficiency, it was argued by disabled 

groups. Consequently it was deleted from any terminology used within the legislation and 

replaced by the term adult at risk . However, precisely who fits this definition and what the 

implications are for their status as a citizen is still a point of contention.   

This policy has been developed to address abuse that adults in a range of situations may be 

subjected to either by institutional or informal carers or others close to them.    A public 

awareness campaign, Act against Harm (2010) provides information about it as does a 

growing body of policy analysis (Johnson 2012, Mackay 2011). The act requires local 

authorities to make inquiries into reports of abuse, and implement formal investigation, 

case conference and risk plan management in accordance with policy guidelines. This policy 

is particularly relevant to those who live with diagnosis of mental health or learning 

difficulty, and who thus live with a more intense level of scrutiny and service intervention or 

management.  This intensification of service management also intensifies the conditions in 

which disabling constructs impact upon their lives. 

A  adult at risk  is defined as a person aged 16 or over who may find it hard to protect 

themselves due to a disability, mental disorder, illness or physical or mental infirmity  

(Scottish Government 2008).  The accessible guide to the act devotes three pages to an 

explanation of what is meant by this and is at pains to point out that having an illness or 

bei g i paired does ot i  a d of itself ea  a perso  is less a le to safeguard their o  
i terests .  Legislation places an obligation on the assessing officer to assess whether any 

illness or impairment does mean the person is less able to safeguard their own interests.  

This means investigations of harm are inextricably tied up with issues of assessing ability 
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which can lead to a reassessment of their legal capacity  status.  Rather than being the one 

helped by an investigation which centres upon a perpetrator, disabled people are concerned 

that such investigations put them under investigation in subtle but important ways that can 

question their claim to citizenship rights.   When people have histories of a diagnosis of 

illness or impairment leading directly to the severe restriction of their movements, 

relationships and living conditions, the same happening again can never be ruled out, and so 

it should not be surprising that the spectre of this possibility is raised by the term 

investigation even when it is couched in terms of protection from harm. 

Within the statement of principles that guide risk investigations citizenship concerns are 

addressed. Guidance states that any intervention: be of clear benefit, the least restrictive of 

any course of action possible, and take into account wishes of the adult.  Further guidance 

stipulates that professionals also take into account the views of others closest to the adult, 

e a le the adult s participation in the process as fully as possible, ensure the adult is not 

treated less favourably than a person who is not an adult at risk , and also takes into 

a ou t the adult s background, abilities and characteristics, cultural and otherwise 

(Scottish Government 2009). 

However there are interesting omissions within the guidance and the recommended forms 

for conducting a risk assessment (Scottish Government 2009, Joint Improvement Team 

2008).  There is little guidance for following through once case conference proceedings 

initiate a risk plan or guidance on how risk plans mesh with other outcomes within the 

perso s are pa kage. Neither is there guidance on what process there may be should the 

person at risk want their risk plan reassessed.  An analysis of the first set of biennial reviews 

of implementation of ASPA reveal there is difficulty in obtaining views of those who have 

been through it.  Some evaluation mechanisms take place directly after the case conference 

and so foreclose the opportunity for a person to give views on the quality of follow up 

received thereafter.  Whilst a public commitment to include service users on local authority 

governance committees for the act was made at the outset (Scottish Government 2009a: 

18), this was not followed through in ASPA guidance. The review of biennial reports notes 

that this important citizenship function is only being facilitated in a few local authorities 

(Scottish Government 2011).  These broad indicators of policy implementation thus bear out 

concerns about citizenship rights that disability groups raised.  That a perso s ie s e 
take  i to a ou t  is ope  to a ide spe tru  of i terpretatio , a d ithout stro g 

procedural mechanisms in place to give an adult a chance to question or review decisions 

put in place, their views may take an increasingly diminished place in the account. For these 

reasons their absence from the table at which local procedures are decided, and the lack of 

atte tio  to pro ess out o es or the adult s role ithi  the  are of o er . 

While these concerns persist, one of the primary goals of the legislation remains in doubt, 

this being that people at risk will be more likely themselves to come forward to report harm.  

To date the overwhelming number of referrals to adult protection are made by the police 

(73%), followed by social work (11%), and health (4%).   Family members made 3% of 

referrals whilst very few referrals are self-referrals (Scottish Government 2011).  Within this 

context, the research project was an opportunity to explore why people at risk may be 

reluctant to come forward.  
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Methodology for exploring the moment to moment 

 

Whilst discourse analysis conducted within this article is a distinct layer of reflexivity about 

co-production work within the project, a description of the broader forum theatre 

methodology of the project is helpful to first delineate as it provides an important 

contextual frame for the analysis. 

 

The disabled researchers in the project had important concerns in choosing Theatre Forum 

as a research methodology.  One of these concerns arose from the awareness that disabled 

people are at a substantially greater risk of abuse than the wider population (Johnson 2012) 

and that there are few resources to help adults cope with abuse they may have 

encountered as a child.  The disabled researchers on our team emphasised that they did not 

want the present project to re-inscribe victim status by making demands on people to 

recount past harm.  The use of dramatized scenarios within forum theatre provided useful 

tools for thinking together about the moment by moment issues someone facing harm 

encounters.  This methodology allowed people to use the device of scenarios without 

having to divulge their own experiences. Within forum theatre all those present can explore 

scenarios in the round as they are played out before them, with the opportunity to stop, 

replay and intervene to look at the aspects at play within them, as its inventor Augustus 

Boal argued, disturbing the power relations between actor and spectator.   

In developing forum theatre we sought to craft a scenario about risk investigation that 

portrayed realistic practice with sympathetic human characters rather than stereotypical 

caricatures. It was also crucial that the scenario depicted issues in a visible and tangible way 

that would prompt discussion and provide a range of ways for participants to understand 

the interaction and respond to it.  Forum theatre at its most robust also provides 

opportunities for participants to improvise further around the issues under discussion. 

The forum theatre activities facilitated in this study across four sessions involved the 

following steps:   

 Disabled participants explored images of being at risk and being heard, taking turns 

to pose in images and interpret others.  This familiarised everyone in the group with 

reading what we saw going on in front of us. Through this we also sought to establish 

as a group norm that several different perspectives were welcome and there was no 

one right answer that people had to identify and conform to. 

 Disabled participants watched a short scene in which a social worker, a person 

thought to be at risk, a member of his support staff, a d the perso s sister start to 

talk about risk concerns.  The scene is long enough to portray the approach each 

person is taking, the way they are reacting to each other and the differences that are 

arising. 

 Disabled participants then discussed what they saw, and gave advice to each 

character on what they could do differently so that the outcome in the end is better 

for the person at risk. 

 Disabled participants then watched as all those in the scenario tried to incorporate 

the advice they had been given by disabled people into how they play their part in 

the scene. 
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 This first step in the risk assessment process was then set in the context of the 

process as a whole.  The process is broken down into six steps. Disabled participants 

were given a chance to join a depiction of the five subsequent steps that follow on if 

a full investigation is found to be warranted after an initial inquiry. 

 Disabled participants discussed how the concerns and issues a person might have 

would change over the course of the six steps in the process. 

 Improvisations of these concerns were then devised together with disabled 

participants. 

 Each improvisation was worked with further, giving disabled participants a chance to 

stop the scene and change how the issue was being addressed. 

 

This process was piloted with a group of six disabled participants, refined and then repeated 

with a further four groups of between 5-12 people who access Altrum services across 

central Scotland. To aid in this process we made extensive use of video so that we could 

critique our facilitation and also to watch carefully how participants were responding to our 

portrayals, not just with words but in embodied ways, as many participants had 

communication difficulties which made it a considerable effort to speak.  Video cameras on 

tripods positioned in corners of the room were used to record the activity from wide angle.  

In addition two hand-held flash video cameras were used by disabled members of the 

research team to document at closer range interaction in small group discussions.  These 

recordings were summarised and catalogued in a database.  The research team then 

reviewed the footage of sessions, selecting particular segments for closer transcription and 

analysis.  This discourse and visual analysis fed into a wider analytic work of the group which 

also took into account mapping and graphic facilitation illustration co-developed with 

disabled participants within the sessions a d resear h group e ers  a al ti  diaries of 
each session. 

 

Refining analysis with sociolinguistic tools 

As stated at the outset of the article all of this activity required disabled people to interact 

with professionals.  Though the academic professionals sought to be sensitive and critically 

reflective, interaction between academic and disabled members of the research team 

occurred across differences in experience and status and meant shared interpretive 

premises could not be assumed but had to be worked towards.  This was productive, as 

attention to these negotiations leant insight into the more pressurised interactions with 

professionals that risk investigations might entail. Differences in perspectives meant 

communicative cooperation had to be negotiated and renegotiated.   

Ba ha  argues that resear h dis ussio s a  e o ple  . . . le ds of arrati e, 
i tera ti g ith ge eralizatio s a d argu e tati e stru tures  (2011:73). Within the blend 

of argument and narrative in the excerpt below speakers indicated shifts in the stance they 

were taking towards the topic of discussion and towards each other as they sought to 

develop communicative cooperation.  To understand the implication for status of these 

stance shifts it is important to clarify the inter-relations between stance and status. We 

adopt Li to s definition (cited in Sarangi 2010) of status as being the prestige one has 

relative to others in societ .  Whilst o e s status has a legal fou di g, su h as i  a so iet s 
re og itio  of o e s rights, u h of o e s status has to e o ti uall  re-negotiated on an 
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on-going basis.  Sarangi (2010) defines status as comprised of multiple roles, one s status 

changing in differing context as one draws on different constellations of roles.  In taking up 

roles o e sig als o e s positio  i  relatio  to others taki g up their roles in the interaction.  

It is this taking up of positions relative to one another that we refer to as stance.  Stance 

also comprises how one stands in relation to a number of other features of the interacting 

situation as Dubois summarises:  

stance is a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through overt 

communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, positioning subjects 

(self and others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to any salient 

dimension of the sociocultural field (Dubois 2007:163).  

   

To analyse stance it is useful to consider the different roles that Goff a s disti guishes 

within a speech act.  There is the animator of speech, who gives the words voice, the 

author, who elects the sentiments expressed and the words in which they are encoded, and 

the principal, the party to whose position the words attest.  In the excerpts examined the 

disabled researcher has the complex task of negotiating roles of both researcher and service 

user, aware of the distinctions in status each have.  These shifts in roles are signalled by 

relational shifts in stance the researcher takes in relation to the predicament of the 

character discussed.  This raises the question who is he speaking as i.e. what kind of 

animator?  and to what extent is the principal to whom he attests, inclusive of himself or 

service users more widely?  Considering these questions allows us to explore the subtlety 

and ambiguity within stance taking further.   

 

 

Findings 

 

Discourse analysis: understanding It really does put you at a disadvantage  

 

As we have reported elsewhere (Brookes et al 2012), disabled researchers agreed to 

contribute to the project with some reservations.  They had already been working as a 

group to build their capacity to have an influence on policies that affected them.  Whilst 

they were interested in finding out how research informs policy, concerns were raised that 

the topic of this research project would mean they would become associated with adults at 

risk with all the lessening of status which comes with the designation of victim. Throughout 

the project disabled researchers negotiated how closely they allowed themselves to be 

aligned with the research topic and the degree to which they let their own experience of 

this topic be known. This dynamic, we argue, is symptomatic of relations disabled people 

must regularly negotiate in order to access services and a detailed analysis of this 

negotiation within our research practice holds lessons for this wider arena. 

The discussion examined below takes place in the third of four sessions with a participant 

group of five disabled participants with expertise on institutional service provision.  Three 

disabled researchers, the forum theatre facilitator, a Thistle Foundation support manager 

seconded to the project and the academic research fellow on the project made up the 

research team facilitating this session. The session took place in an activity room at the host 

service organisation. In this third session an improvisation is performed and discussed that 

explores what not being heard might look like at the close of an adult protection process.  It 

depicted a family member and social worker speaking in a way that precluded the 
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involvement of the person at risk.  The discussion that ensued raised issues of trust and how 

a perso s tra k re ord ould i pa t o  hat o ersatio s the  ere a d ere ot part of.  
There was broad agreement that in the scene there seemed to be trust between the social 

worker and family member.  However, it was less clear who the person at risk trusted, which 

prompted the research fellow to ask the following question:  

(RF=Research Fellow, FTF=Forum Theatre Facilitator, DR= Disabled Researcher) 

1. RF: =If the  do t trust their family. 

2. FTF: mmm  

3. DR: <right>  (2.0)   4:25 

4.  If= 

5. RF: =How does the social worker go     

about finding that out?   

6. DR: ou d e surprised 

7. (if there is) 

8. If there is a breakdown in trust 

9. You d e surprised 

10. how very difficult it is  4:35 

11. Even to convey  

12. If the sis//   the sister has lost faith or 

trust in you   

                                                     4:40 

13. You d e surprised 

14. How very difficult it is 

15. To conVEY the fact that you ARE 

making an effort..   4:45 

16. And (.3)    4:50 

17. And to win back the trust... is VERY 

difficult 

18. FTF:=<win back>= 

19. DR: =It, it can be a shut door situation 

20. FTF: okay.. okay 

21. So that idea of winning back  trust 

22. O e it s, o e it s go e 

23. Can be a really difficult thing. 

24. DR: o e it s go e, it s er  diffi ult 
                                                     5:05 

25. RF: H. I  just thi ki   
26. You know, 

27. If ou re i  that situatio   5:10 

28. A d ou DON T trust our fa il  

29. You can be AFRAID to SAY that to the 

social worker 

30. ause 

31. you want to appear like ou re 
cooperative                                      5:15 

32. an, and  you can be trusted 

33. And if the first thing you say to your 

social worker is                                 5:20 

34.  I  .. I do t trust  sister  ... 
35. DR: <yeh> 

36. RF: You might put yourself at a 

disadvantage.                           5:25 

37. DR: it, er, it, it really does put you at a 

disadvantage 

38. doing it that way.   5:30

 

A first reading in itself brings to light an important finding: the view that a person at risk 

does not feel they could be honest with a social worker about differences or difficulties with 

family members, which seems to be underpinned by a belief that the family member would 

be seen to be more competent and reliable than they would be.  Initially the scenario is 

talked about as if it is happening out there, as is conventional for narrators to do, 

positioning themselves as outside in time and space the events that are narrated. When 

narrators break with this convention and let storied event and the telling of it overlap, in 

other words, when alignment becomes coeval (cf. Silverstein 2005:17–18), this can be 

interpreted as a rhetorical means of drawing the listener into a different relationship with 

the speaker (Perinno 2011).  There is some degree to which this happens in this excerpt.  

Initially the disabled researcher s respo se to the scenario refers to the reakdo  which 

follows a distancing convention.  The speaker couches his narrative description within a 

logical argumentation frame of an if-then proposition.  The logical frame he creates for the 
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arrati e he depi ts a  e see  as the fa e ork  he is doi g to prese t hi self i  the role 
of a researcher whilst at the same time drawing on his expertise as a service user within his 

narration.  He reinforces the conditions of the if  clause he is depicting by repeated 

description (the reakdo  i  trust  e o es the sister has lost faith or trust in you ) 

before completing the narrative sketch he is offering with a portrayal of the then  clause as 

a shut door situatio  in line 19.  Line 15 can be seen as the climax of a narration where the 

tension depicted is at its height.  Lines 16 through 19 act as a coda that summarises what 

has just been depicted.  

Another rhetorical device is used with the repetition of the phrase ou d e surprised  as a 

refrain in lines 6, 9, and 13 to reinforce just how difficult a situation it is and how difficult it 

is to understand this from outside. Interestingly, when he does depict the then  clause he 

shifts from present perfect tense to continuous present tense: from speaking about a sister 

that has lost faith in line 12 to the you who are making an effort in line 15.   As he does so he 

draws those in the room closer temporally.  Line 15 is also interesting because in effect line 

15 finishes the clause started in line 11 e e  to o e .  Line 15 intensifies the early 

phrasing by shifting it into the present to convey you are making an effort , and bringing 

the audience into the frame as you .   The stress on syllables within line 15 amplifies this 

intensification effect.  

Between line 9 and 12 the scenario is also drawn closer spatially, or at least the listener is 

invited to take a closer step into the situation.  At line 12 a different use of you  is made 

from that made in line 6, 9, and 13.  In lines 6, 9 and 13, the you  is one outside the 

situation who would be surprised by it. In line 12 those listening are invited to take up a 

differe t ou  positio , as the disabled person within the scenario and as being on the 

receiving end of a loss of trust: lost faith or trust i  ou . The picture that emerges shifts 

from one which happens to someone else over there, to one that is shared by the general 

you  present, most overtly disabled people in the room but possibly extending to the 

research fellow and forum theatre facilitator too.  In this way both the spatial and temporal 

coordinates of chronotope (Bakhtin 1981) are shifted towards coeval alignment. 

I  Goff a s ter s this also places the listening you of the audience as the principal the 

party to whose position the words attest. The use of the you  also signals a closer 

relationship between the character in the scenario and the speaking I  of the narrator.  A 

you  in a situation implies a present I . However the stance of the I  remains ambiguous as 

does the extent to which the stance of animator, author and principal can be said to 

coincide within the I  of the disabled researcher.    

In lines 20-23 the foru  theatre fa ilitator e hoes the speakers  ords as is ofte  do e 
throughout the sessions so that they can be heard again, signalling their importance and 

acceptance, but also giving others in the room time to consider or take them in.  In doing 

this he condenses what has been said.  The disabled researcher confirms the forum theatre 

facilitator s synopsis by repeating it in line 24:  once gone, it is difficult .  However, he does 

so with one slight deviation.  The drama facilitator has said can be difficult , phrasing it in a 

conditional which suggests possibility.  However the disabled researcher rephrases this not 

as can be, but is difficult.  This subtle choice means the speaker is moving into a position of 

speaking as someone with knowledge of being the principal which this discussion concerns.  
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He s ot guessi g or h pothesisi g about what it can be like to be a disabled person in this 

situation.  He is stating with certainty that he knows what it is like. 

In lines 25-36 the disabled researcher receives some feedback about how his narration is 

being received.  He is offered clues as to whether or not the you  he has depicted is a 

position anyone in the audience is willing to take up. One of the academic researchers re-

narrates the same scenario, this time including the I  explicitly in the narrative.  The 

academic researcher adopts the same rhetorical device of an if-then clause (27-29), 

although the then  is left implicit. In lines 30-34 she extends this same logical structure to 

further depict a disabled person s possi le i terior deli eratio s. The academic researcher 

also mimics the dual use of pronouns that the disabled researcher has just used.  In line 25 

she begins her version of events by saying I  just thi ki g .  In this phrase the I  

corresponds to the you  who would be surprised in line 9.  Lines 26-33 depict a you  that is 

thinking out loud.  This lead up to the you  who is making an effort in line 15 not only 

thinking but speaking out loud: I do t trust  sister.   The shift in use of I  in this line 

corresponds to the shift in use of you  in line 12 and 15.  In pointing out these similarities it 

is important to note that these were not deliberate or conscious steps made by the research 

fellow but are illustrative of the intuitive way speakers accomplish alignment in the 

moment. 

Throughout this depiction the academic researcher, like the forum theatre facilitator makes 

use of the conditional in line 29 You can be afraid , line 32 you can be trusted , and line 36 

you might put yourself .  I  li e  the disabled researcher s respo se to this is the sa e as 

to the forum theatre facilitator.  He repeats the same wording the research fellow has used 

in the preceding line with the exception of replacing the conditional.  This time the wording 

is ore e phati . He ot o l  repeats at a disad a tage  he states, it reall  does .  With 

this construction the 'you' is moved into the passive mode and 'It' becomes the subject. It 
does put ou at a disad a tage.  

We are arguing that across this depiction by disabled researcher and response by academic 

researcher, subtle but important shifts in chronotope are made and that these shifts are the 

moves through which differing research team members attempt to come to more of a 

shared view of what is at stake in the scenario bei g dis ussed.  To use Goff a s 
terminology the principal (1981:144) becomes malleable, something tried on for size to a 

certain extent.  Through this entire passage the informal use of you has allowed some 

identification with the scenario and through subtle shifts of emphasis provided a stage in 

which the disabled researcher can voice his authority on the subject without directly 

revealing his own service history.  It is an example of bridge building, of testing and 

confirming the possibility of a shared perspective.  In contrast to the interviews that 

Baynham (2011) examined, in this context there is not a common professional identity 

which aids in this task of alignment, rather alignment is achieved despite differences in 

status, in a tentative and temporary fashion.  

The footage of this interaction was one of the clips singled out for particular attention when 

members of the research team came together to analyse this run of sessions.  Two academic 

researchers and two disabled researchers looked at the footage of this discussion in the 

office of the host organisation. An audiotape of this session was also taken.  As a result the 
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disabled researcher who featured in the clip above interprets further what it can feel like to 

know there are conversations going on without you: 

 

( DR: Disabled Researcher; RF: Research Fellow) 

39. DR: If the re i for ed that their 
opi io  is t a ted                2:32 

40. Eh, Yeh  

41. If the re i for ed that the  are ore 
or less irrelevant in the situation   2:40 

42. There s ot a lot they can do  2:45 

43. I mean 

44. If THEY ‘E the o e o  edication 

45. If THEY RE the one being checked out    

46. the information of  (.1) 

47. HOW the check out goes               2:55 

48. And  uh what the doctor finds 

49. The OVERall  attitude (.1)  of  of James    

50. Is i  the sister s ha ds 

51. She can PLAY with it..                    3:05 

52. And James is dealing with all these 

interactions                  3:10 

53. And the (.1) 

54. the ongoing fall out from all these 

decisions.             3:15 

55. “o ou re ot reall   i  a, i  a o a- 

in a position of comMANDing  (.1) 

56. your authority.                           3:20 

57. RF:  Mmhm  

58. DR: You re in a position of.. RETAKING 

(.1) 

59. Whe.. what  you lost  3:25 

60. Hoping to get in a position (.1) 

61. Where you can (.1)  3:30 

62. involve more of what you want. 

 

If we view this discussion as a development of the former one in which the speaker is able 

to clarify and augment what was said earlier, it is interesting to look at how the depiction 

offered changes. Lines 39-54 refer to the scenario in the third person.  The disabled person 

within the scenario is referred to in the third person plural they , suggesting even further 

distance.  Here again the speaker uses an ' if -then' clause structure to depict the dilemma 

facing the disabled person.  With line 55 he begins to evaluate, framing this with 'So'.  In this 

line he also shifts to a use of the ge eral ou: so ou re ot  hi h a  e see  as a spatial 
shift, bringing the predicament closer.  However, through this passage a shift is also made 

temporally.  In line 52 he begins to depict what the situation is like from the perspective of 

the disabled person, bringing the disabled person into closer focus by referring to him by 

name, James. He starts by depicting the disabled person in the simple present passive: they 

are informed  (lines 39 and 41)   they are the ones  (lines 44 and 45  )  and the sister in the 

active simple present can play  (line 51)   At line 52, as well as naming James, with a brief 

repair he begins using the present participle either as a form of the continuous present: is 

dealing  (line 52),  or as a adjectival participle ongoing fall out  (line 54).  Switching to the 

general you  he continues with the present participle with a short repair, commanding .  

The on-going nature of the fall out is further re-emphasised by participles in line 58: re-

taking  and 60 hoping . Lines 61-  ou a  i ol e ore of hat ou a t  ith its use 
of conditional suggests a state not yet reached. 

What is portrayed here is not a past discrete experience but a continuing one.  This is not a 

story that concludes with the telling of it, but one in which an on-going future is implicated. 

In terms of chronotope what is portrayed deviates from conventional storytelling for it 

depicts an unresolved story continuing beyond the moment of telling into a still uncertain 

future.  The presence of a file and the capacity it affords for conversations about the person 

to be had without them creates this condition of indefinite future stress: the o goi g fall 
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out .  I  respo se one of the academic researchers speaks about the powerlessness such a 

situation can impose. In response the disabled researcher replies:   

63. DR: Again, from personal experience   

64. yeh 

65. when trust breaks down 

66. you (4.) 

67. it s as if our jour e  ha ges. 

 

It is only at this point that the disabled researcher for the first time explicitly connects the 

scenario under discussion to his own life experience.  After a significant pause he speaks of a 

journey just beginning.  

Two points flow from this analysis, one substantive and one methodological.  This disabled 

researcher s portrayal led the academic researchers to see the predicament of the disabled 

person differently and the research team as a whole to focus more thoroughly on sounding 

out participants on how a case closes and on the lack of guidance for this phase of adult 

protection policy. From this more attuned listening we were able to identify risks of 

considerable concern to disabled people that may not be easy for a disabled person to raise 

with a social worker given the facework they may feel they need to do.   

This depiction draws attention to the possible dilemma facing the person being harmed in 

which risk is double edged.  In contrast to the risks within the community that professionals 

focus upon, what is articulated here are another set of risks that engagement with the 

protection process poses. The risk to reputation and status, the risk of curtailment of 

freedoms, the risk to family relationships all have to be weighed up against whatever risk 

they may want to get social work support to address.  It is easy to underestimate the 

complexity of the risk assessment a disabled person may feel they have to do before making 

a situation known to social work or social care providers.  The stress that a disabled person 

feels as they live with the knowledge that at any moment events may cause their file to be 

reopened and with it speculation about their ability to assess risk and determine their own 

well being is one of the silent but profoundly disabling dimensions of the status society 

confers on a person with support needs.  It is also an important interpretive premise that a 

disabled person may bring to interaction with a social worker, powerfully shaping what is 

and is not said, all of which in pressured work situations social workers may underestimate. 

In further sessions we pursued disa led parti ipa ts  views on differences with family 

members particularly as these differences in the power relations became inscribed within 

case reports and changes in care plans.  It was one of the topics disabled participants were 

anxious to speak about and discussed at length.  Several times participants raised concerns 

about their file, not knowing what was in it, and fearing that through it, family members and 

social workers gave a different accounting of them than they would want.  

The lack of official guidance for the latter stages of an investigation or guidance on ways the 

disabled people can contribute to how the account is concluded are cause for concern given 

the unease disabled people oi ed a out the o ti ui g risk  su h records pose.  Social 

work interest in the project provided us with opportunities to ask directly about record 

keeping practices around reports of harm.  Policy does differ across local authorities, but all 

those we consulted with confirmed that records would be kept for a considerable time, up 
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to twenty years.    Social workers spoke of needing the information in order to establish 

larger patterns in which others may be caught up.  They spoke of constantly being in the 

position of needing to fit pieces of a puzzle together and needing as many different sources 

of information as possible to prevent harm in another situation from going undetected.  

Pressures such as these, act to focus social workers attention on the initial stages of an adult 

support and protection inquiry to avert harm and to work within time management 

frameworks.   What is articulated here are differences in how disabled people and social 

workers experience the timescape of file keeping, with the social workers consciousness of 

the file foreshortened, whilst the service users  experiences an uneasy lingering twilight of 

uncertainty.  This may lead to social work and disabled people coming to negotiations with 

differing interpretive premises, facing different directions so to speak, lessening the 

likelihood of establishing communicate cooperation and, thus, being able to work together 

effectively towards beneficial outcomes for the service user.   

For this reason the research team developed scenes similar to those used in the research 

sessions for dissemination to social workers that depict five moments across the 

investigation process.  They portray issues that concern disabled people whilst leaving how 

they are handled open to discussion.  The disabled researcher quoted above took the 

initiative to shape the concluding scene.  In it he plays a service user who does summon the 

courage to ask how long the investigation will be kept on file.  In response the social worker 

is portrayed as being willing to rethink how the closure of the case and the account of it are 

handled and in what ways the disabled person could contribute to this:  

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=OmAvx_AkBE0#!).   

It is important to trace this methodological progression. Our work together was not service 

provision, but a reflective simulation and inspection of it.  It is at one remove from the 

i tera tio  ith professio als ore fa iliar to disa led people.  The resear h tea s 
familiarity with role playing opened up the potential for contrasts and comparisons of 

different ways of being a professional and being a disabled person to be made.  This 

stepping in and out of role in order first to devise a plausible depiction of service interaction, 

then to perform it and improvise with participants around it opened up a space for 

reflection that is a hybrid genre in itself.  Yet even with the introduction of this difference in 

footing, the disabled researcher is still quite cautious about uncovering the underlying fears 

and tensions that strongly shape what he would say and, importantly, would not say in 

negotiation with social workers around risk.     

From indirectly and hesitantly checking out if it was all right to voice this concern, to 

enabling other disabled people to speak about their own concerns, to being willing to 

portray this aspect of negotiations publicly has been what the disabled researcher called, 

a  e otio al jour e  ut o e ell orth it . Pivotal to this has been the flexible use of 

fictive accounts to obliquely refer to prior experience.  Across the two discussions the 

disabled researcher, assessing line by line the safety of the situation, has moved closer to 

di ulgi g a se se of o goi g risk that is e de i  to li i g i  ser i e la d . To do so he 
enlists the empathy of those in the roo   use of the i for al ou  a d the fle i ilit  for 
stance switching that it affords.  This serves an implicit but effective rhetorical team building 

function and allowed those without this experience to view it with an immediacy that would 

otherwise not have been achieved. 
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However this series of moments in an evolving research discussion exemplify tensions that 

faced the disabled researchers over the course of the project. Disabled researchers 

straddled an uneasy duality between their role as researcher and as survivor of harm. These 

roles have a different status and moving between them at times meant sacrificing the more 

privileged role in order to do justice to the topic explored.  In deciding which role to 

foreground they had to balance a desire to maintain and reinforce their claim to the higher 

status role of researcher with a sense of duty to contribute to the project from their witness 

perspective.  Returning to speaking from the subaltern status is never without its price 

(Spivak 1988).  Recognising and valuing the cost of these choices and opening up these 

differing roles for re-evaluation is important if such collaborations are to move in the 

direction of more equitable relations.   

It is important to reiterate that the sensitivities discussed within this article will be 

illustrative of the dilemmas for some disabled people and not others.  As stated at the 

outset those living with a history of diagnosis of mental illness or learning difficulty face an 

intensification of disabling constructs.  Within the disability movement some are more able 

to have their voices heard and have their perspective recognised than others.  Different 

impairments position people differently.  Different experience of past abuse position people 

differently. It needs to be recognised that if the academic researchers themselves had been 

disabled, the project may have uncovered issues and brought them to light in different 

ways.   

 

Implications for Practice 

In closing we suggest parallels exist between the investigative work done as a research 

project and the investigative work that a social worker and adult at risk could do together.  

The research project shifted the focus of attention a a  fro  the perso s o  
predicament and allowed them to adopt the role of reflective competent observer within 

research.  Rapport built within this mode laid the groundwork for addressing the disabled 

perso s context more directly.  Working with scenarios in a similar way could yield benefits 

within a live risk investigation, opening up different possibilities for the person to examine 

their situation and providing a space for them to raise concerns indirectly.  This requires 

being sensitive to small shifts in how the disabled person aligns themselves to a scenario, 

including shifts in use of personal pronouns and verb tense and mood.  Although this change 

in approach to discussing harm may seem a small step in comparison to all the procedures 

that Adult Support and Protection policy entails, it is worth remembering that changes in 

the stance people take lead to differences in how encounters take place. Rampton (2008) 

reminds us that persons, encounter and institutions are profoundly interlinked with 

encounters either reinforcing or disrupting the repertoires and regimes of practice of 

institutional life.  In working to break cycles of violence or harm, it is worth paying attention 

to this interaction of sociolinguistic strata. Better understanding of the risks adults face 

within the inquiry process can lay groundwork of communicative cooperation that in turn 

paves the way for disa led people s i reased participation as citizens with valid 

contributions to make at levels of policy and institutional management. 

 

--------------------- 
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Transcription Conventions 

=  latching between turns of different speakers 

 

< >  spoken more softly 

DON T  Capitals show heavy stress or speech louder than surrounding discourse 

 

(  )  utterance unclear 

//  abrupt stop 

..  Indicates pauses of one-half second or less. 

 

(.1)  Numbers in parentheses indicate timed pauses. 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/259161/0076850.pdf
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